Home Link
GRADE 5 – LESSON 1

Dear Family:
This year our class is using the Open Circle Curriculum, a comprehensive social and emotional
learning program that supports elementary school children in developing the skills they need to
be successful learners and to form healthy, positive relationships with people throughout their
lives.
Twice each week during the whole school year, the class will meet in a circle for about 15
minutes. Lesson topics will include listening well, including one another, cooperating,
understanding feelings, teasing, bullying, recognizing differences among people, getting calm,
problem solving, positive self-talk, and more. The goals of the lessons are to create a safe, caring
and highly engaging classroom environment and to give children the skills they need to succeed
academically, solve interpersonal problems and build positive relationships.
You can help your child develop these skills by discussing and practicing them at home. Ask
your child to tell you what we talked about in the last Open Circle Meeting or to show you a
favorite Open Circle activity. The attached sheet contains some of the vocabulary words that
your child will be learning in Open Circle. For more information about Open Circle, please visit
www.open-circle.org.
The Open Circle Curriculum was developed by Open Circle at the Wellesley Centers for Women,
Wellesley College, and is available for Kindergarten through Grade 5. All teachers who use Open
Circle have received special training to implement the Open Circle Curriculum in their
classrooms.
If you have any questions about Open Circle, please do not hesitate to contact me.
Yours truly,
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The Open Circle program teaches social and emotional skills that can help children form
positive relationships and become successful learners. Here are some examples of the
vocabulary words your child is learning in Open Circle lessons at school.
Ally: A person who speaks up or takes action to help someone.
Body Language: A way to express feelings using your face and body.
Brainstorming: Thinking of many ideas.
Bullying Behavior: When one or more people severely or repeatedly harm someone with words
or actions.
Bystander: A person who observes a situation and does not speak up or take action.
Calm Breathing: Breathing in and out deeply and slowly in order to feel calm.
Compliment: Saying something about someone that is true, specific and positive.
Cooperate: To work together to get something done.
Dangerous or Destructive Behaviors: Actions that are dangerous (someone might get hurt) or
destructive (something might get damaged or broken). When children see dangerous or
destructive behavior, they should tell a responsible adult right away.
Nonnegotiable Rules: Rules that cannot be changed.
Nonverbal Signals: A way of communicating without words.
Open Circle Meeting: A time in school for students to learn and practice specific social and
emotional skills that will help them form positive relationships and become successful learners.
Positive Leader: A person who does things to help the group and sets a good example.
Positive Self-Talk: Saying encouraging things to yourself.
Problem: A situation that causes someone to feel confused or upset.
Reflection: Pausing and asking yourself questions about an experience.
School Listening Look: A way of listening to others in school by keeping your body calm and
looking at the speaker.
Speaking Up: Expressing ideas, feelings, and opinions in a respectful way; looking at the person
or group; and speaking slowly, clearly, and loudly enough.
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GRADE 5 – LESSONS 2-3

Dear Family:
During our first Open Circle Meetings, the class practiced taking their chairs and getting into a
circle quietly, safely, and cooperatively. We form a circle so that everyone can see everyone else
and be heard. We always leave one space open in case another person would like to join the
circle. Everyone is welcome, and no one is ever left out. The Open Circle symbolizes the idea of
an inclusive classroom community. Ask your child to tell you how the class gets into a circle.
Students worked on getting to know each other’s names in one Open Circle. In order to be able
to work well together, they need to know each other’s names and how to pronounce them
correctly. Ask your child to say the names of as many people in the class as he/she can
remember. I reminded students that when they are learning something new, it is important to
take time for reflection. When we reflect, we pause and ask ourselves questions such as “How
am I doing?” or “What did I learn?”
We have been getting to know each other better. In order for students to become friends and
work well together, it is important for them to learn about each other. We did an activity called
“Stand Up/Sit Down” to find out ways we are the same and ways we are different. Ask your
child to tell you what he/she is learning about the students in the class. You might encourage
your child to get to know a classmate they do not know very well during recess or lunchtime.
We talked about how much we can learn from people who are different from us.
Yours truly,

LITERATURE CONNECTIONS
Here are some books that relate to the topics we discussed in Open Circle. You might want to
check out one or two at the library and read with your child:
Myers, Walter Dean. Looking Like Me. Egmont, 2009.
A poem in which a boy answers the question: “I looked in the mirror and what did I see?” His
family, friends, and teachers help him answer the question.
Mobin-Uddin, Asma. My Name is Bilal. Boyds Mills Press, 2005.
Bilal tries to hide his cultural identity at school, so he introduces himself as Bill. An insightful
teacher convinces Bilal to reveal his real name and his culture.
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GRADE 5 – LESSONS 4-5

Dear Family:
In Open Circle, we discussed and developed some classroom rules that will help to keep our
classroom safe, make it a place where students feel cared about and where we can do our best
learning. Students also learned that some rules are nonnegotiable. This means “no choice.”
They may ask to have these rules explained, and they may ask questions about them, but they
cannot be changed. Ask your child to share with you some of the classroom rules that we
developed. Ask for an example of a nonnegotiable rule in our classroom. Talk to your child
about any nonnegotiable rules in your home for mealtimes, bedtimes, and responsibilities.
In another Open Circle meeting, we talked about nonverbal signals. A nonverbal signal is a way
of communicating without using words. We tried out many nonverbal signals that we already
know, such as the signals for okay, no, good effort, and let’s be quiet. We talked about why it
might be helpful to have some nonverbal signals in the classroom that everyone agrees to and is
clear about. The class chose several nonverbal signals that we agreed to use this year in the
classroom. Ask your child to demonstrate these signals. Ask your child to demonstrate some
other nonverbal signals and have you guess what they mean. You and your child might want to
develop your own nonverbal signals to use at home
Yours truly,

LITERATURE CONNECTIONS
Here is a book that relates to the topics we discussed in Open Circle. You might want to check it
out from the library and read it with your child:
Thayer, Ernest. Casey at the Bat: A Ballad of the Republic Sung in the Year 1888. Simon and
Schuster, 2003.
In this illustrated version of a classic baseball poem, tension builds towards one dramatic
moment at the end of the game. The illustrations show examples of how players, umpires,
and fans use nonverbal signals during the most memorable inning.
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GRADE 5 – LESSONS 6-7

Dear Family:
In a recent Open Circle lesson, we talked about what it feels like to be calm and we learned two
calm breathing techniques to help us get calm. One is called the balloon technique:
•
•

Breathe in slowly and deeply, filling your belly with air like a balloon.
Breathe out slowly.

We also learned the counting technique:
•
•

Breathe in and count to yourself up to four.
Breathe out slowly, counting to four or more.

Ask your child to teach you the two calm breathing techniques he/she learned in school.
Practice them together. Share with your child some times when you might want to use one of
the calm breathing techniques. Talk about times he/she might want to use them to calm down.
Make a habit of using calm breathing yourself, and encourage your child to use one of the
techniques whenever he/she needs to calm down.
In another Open Circle Meeting we learned the school listening look, which refers to
expectations for listening at school:
•
•
•
•

Keep our bodies calm
Look at the person who is speaking.
Ask questions
Make respectful comments.

It is important to everyone in the class – students, teachers and visitors – to be listened to when
they speak.
Yours truly,
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GRADE 5 – LESSONS 8-9

Dear Family:
In a recent Open Circle Meeting, we talked about empathy, being able to understand and
imagine how someone feels. We talked about feelings of empathy can cause you to do or say
things that can help someone. Empathy contributes to building and maintaining strong
relationships.
Ask your child to name as many feeling words as he/she can remember. Use words at home to
name how you and other family members are feeling.
Body language was the topic of another recent Open Circle lesson. Body language is a way of
expressing feelings with our faces or bodies instead of using words. We practiced using body
language to express different feelings, such as excitement, anger, and surprise. Body language
helps us to understand how people are feeling if they are not telling us with words.
Point out examples of body language that you see in books or media and discuss what you think
the gestures and facial expressions might mean. We talked about how people often use different
body language for the same feelings.
Yours truly,

LITERATURE CONNECTIONS
Here are some books that relate to the topics we discussed in Open Circle. You might want to
check out one or two at the library and read with your child:
Draper, Sharon. Out of My Mind. Atheneum Books for Young Readers, 2012.
Melody has cerebral palsy and cannot walk, or talk and is treated badly by most people at
school. When a caring teacher recognizes Melody’s brilliance, things start to change.
Polacco, Patricia. Thank You, Mr. Falker. Philomel Books, 1998.
Children tease Trisha because she has trouble learning to read. Trisha’s body language
reveals how she feels about being teased.
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Home Link
GRADE 5 – LESSONS 10-11

Dear Family:
In a recent Open Circle Meeting, we talked about ways to get calm when you feel upset. We
discussed what happens in our bodies and brains when we feel strong emotions. We learned
how different parts of the brain, such as the frontal cortex and the amygdala, control how we
feel, think and act. When we are upset, it is difficult to think clearly. We learned that calmbreathing techniques can help us calm down. Spending time with people who care about us also
helps us feel calm. Calming down helps us think and make decisions.
Positive self-talk was the topic of another Open Circle lesson. Positive self-talk is saying
encouraging things to yourself. Positive self-talk helps us to try harder and not give up. We can
all do things that seem hard at first if we remind ourselves to keep trying and not give up. At
school, we can use positive self-talk to encourage ourselves to do our best on a test or in a game,
or to try something new.
At home, ask your child to explain to you what positive self-talk is and give you an example.
Encourage your child to use positive self-talk when he/she seems discouraged about learning or
trying something new.
Yours truly,

LITERATURE CONNECTIONS
Here is a book that relates to the topics we discussed in Open Circle. You might want to check it
out at the library and read with your child:
Smith, Charles R. Rimshots: Basketball Pix, Rolls, and Rhythms. Puffin Books, 2000.
This collection of poems and short essays reflects the emotional, as well as physical, aspects
of playing basketball. In the poem, “Excuses, Excuses,” Smith describes negative self-talk
that athletes use when they aren’t performing well on the court. Encourage your child to
think of how to turn the poem into an example of positive self-talk.
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GRADE 5 – LESSONS 12-14

Dear Family:
At another Open Circle Meeting, we talked about giving and receiving compliments. A
compliment is saying something about someone that is true, positive and specific, such as
something they do well or something they did that was helpful. Giving compliments in a
classroom community is important because it makes others feel noticed and appreciated.
Getting a compliment is similar to getting a gift. We learned that when you receive a
compliment, you should say, “Thank you!”
The topic of one of our recent Open Circle lessons was including one another. We talked about
how it feels to be left out and discussed some ways to include others at recess and in the
classroom. Perhaps you could share with your child a time when you were left out and how it
made you feel. Ask your child if he/she has ever been excluded or noticed that other children
were left out. Encourage your child to find ways to include children who want to join in an
activity or a group at play.
In another Open Circle, we talked about cooperating, or working together to get something
done. We talked about why it is important to cooperate and what can be hard about
cooperating. Ask your child what he/she does to cooperate with his/her classmates at school.
Find opportunities at home for your child to cooperate to get something done, and compliment
him/her on good cooperation.
Yours truly,

LITERATURE CONNECTIONS
Here are some books that relate to the topics we discussed in Open Circle. You might want to
check out one or two at the library and read with your child:
George, Kristine O’Connell. Swimming Upstream: Middle School Poems. Clarion Books, 2002.
The following poems describe different students’ experiences with being included—or not—
at school: “Which Lunch Table?” “Kori,” “New Friends Talking,” “Group.”
Muth, Jon J. The Three Questions. Scholastic Press, 2002.
A young boy asks three questions about how to be a good person. The answers include being
compassionate and cooperative at every opportunity.
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GRADE 5 – LESSONS 15-16

Dear Family:
In Open Circle we learned about speaking up. In order for people to hear what you have to say at
school, it’s important to be able to speak up. We learned some skills to help us speak up:
•
•
•

Look at the person or group.
Speak slowly, clearly and loudly enough.
Express ideas, feelings, and opinions in a respectful way.

At home, ask your child to use the speaking-up skills to share his/her feelings about what it’s
like to spend time with a friend. Compliment your child on using these new skills.
In another Open Circle Meeting we talked about expressing angry feelings. We made a list of
some things that make us angry. Everyone feels angry at times. It is important to learn ways to
express anger in a way that is not hurtful to others. One way to deal with anger is to calm down
and then use words instead of actions to express angry feelings. We reviewed some calmbreathing techniques that we have learned.
At home, talk to your child about expressing angry feelings. Share with your child some
situations that make you angry and some ways you express anger. Ask your child how he/she
expresses anger. Encourage your child to always use words that are not hurtful, rather than
actions to express his/her anger.
Yours truly,

LITERATURE CONNECTIONS
Here are some books that relate to the topics we discussed in Open Circle. You might want to
check out one or two at the library and read with your child:
McCully, Emily Arnold. The Bobbin Girl. Dial Books for Young Readers, 1996.
Judith, a young worker in a Lowell, Massachusetts, textile mill, uses her courage and her
speaking-up skills to organize the first workers’ strike at the mill.
Hooks, Bell. Grump, Groan, Growl. Hyperion Books for Children, 2008.
One way to handle anger is to let it slide, rather than lashing out at someone.
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GRADE 5 – LESSONS 17-18

Dear Family:
Our recent Open Circle lessons have focused on helping students to understand the situations in
school that require the help of a teacher or another responsible adult. We learned to identify
behaviors that are dangerous (someone might get hurt) or destructive (something might get
broken, or damaged; mean teasing or bullying behavior). It is always important for a student to
tell a teacher or other adult when they observe a dangerous or destructive behavior in school.
For example, when a classmate is humming during a social studies class, this is not a dangerous
or destructive behavior. However, when a child mistreats a classmate over and over, that is a
dangerous or destructive behavior and students who observe this action should tell an adult
right away.
We also talked about some ways students themselves can begin to respond to behavior that is
annoying but is not dangerous or destructive behavior. One way is to use words. For example, a
student might say, “I don’t like it when you make humming noises because I can’t hear the
teacher. Please stop.” Students were assured that they can always come to an adult for help if
they cannot deal with a situation on their own.
At home, try to help your child sort behaviors and what to do about them. Ask your child, “Is
that a dangerous or destructive behavior?” If it is, compliment him/her on telling an adult. If it
is not a dangerous or destructive behavior, help your child figure out how to handle the
situation with words. You also might work with your child to identify responsible adults at
places he/she frequently goes outside of school and home whom he/she would able to tell about
a dangerous or destructive behavior.
Yours truly,

LITERATURE CONNECTIONS
Here are some books that relate to the topics we discussed in Open Circle. You might want to
check out one or two at the library and read with your child:
Bunting, Eve. Summer Wheels. Voyager Books, 1996.
Two friends decide they have to report some dangerous and destructive behavior.
Dakos, Kalli. “Peter the Pain,” from Mrs. Cole on an Onion Roll. Simon & Schuster Books for
Young Readers, 1995.
A collection of poems that describe students’ experiences in school.
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GRADE 5 – LESSON 19

Dear Family:
Teasing was the topic of a recent Open Circle lesson. We talked about how it feels to be
teased and how to help someone who is being teased. If you do not like to be teased, you
can try using words to tell the person to stop. Students were reminded that mean
teasing and bullying are dangerous and destructive behaviors and should be reported to
an adult right away. Students were encouraged not to tease others if they can see that
the person being teased does not like it.
At home, talk to your child about being teased and teasing others. Discuss some ways
your child can help people who are being teased. Encourage your child to pay attention
to the feelings of other children.
Yours truly,

LITERATURE CONNECTIONS
Here is a book that relates to the topic we discussed in Open Circle. You might want to
check it out from the library and read it with your child:
Walter, Mildred Pitts. Suitcase. Lothrop, Lee & Shepherd, 1999.
Classmates, and certain family members tease Alexander, who is 11 years old and
over six feet tall. Alexander has to decide which types of teasing he can respond to,
and which incidents he can’t tolerate.
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GRADE 5 – LESSONS 20-22

Dear Family:
In a recent Open Circle Meeting, we talked about bullying behavior. Children learned that
bullying behavior is defined as: when one or more people severely or repeatedly harm someone
with words or actions. We also talked about how bullying behavior is different than an
argument or a fight, and how it might feel to be bullied. We ended our conversation with a
reminder that bullying behavior is dangerous and destructive and should be reported to a
responsible adult right away.
We talked about what a bystander is and the important role they can play in a problem
situation. We learned that a bystander is someone who observes a situation and does not speak
up or take action.
Talk with your child about whether she/he has had any experiences with bullying behavior. Ask
your child how she/he feels about going to an adult for help? How might it help? What might be
hard about going to an adult for help?
In another Open Circle Meeting, children learned that an ally is a person who speaks up or takes
action to help someone. We talked about some ways to help someone who is not being treated
well by a classmate, such as telling a responsible adult, or asking the child who is being bullied
to come with you to get away from the situation. Being an ally for someone who needs help is an
important role in a school community that is safe for students.
Yours truly,

LITERATURE CONNECTIONS
Here are some books that relate to the topics we discussed in Open Circle. You might want to
check out one or two at the library and read with your child:
Golenbock, Peter. Teammates. Harcourt, Inc., 1990.
Pee Wee Reese, a member of the 1940’s Brooklyn Dodgers, takes action to support his
teammate, Jackie Robinson.
Palacio, R.J. Wonder. Knopf Books for Young Readers, 2012.
Auggie is a 10-year old boy with a severe facial deformity. In his first year in a regular school,
he encounters people who mistreat him, some bystanders, and some allies.
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GRADE 5 – LESSON 23

Dear Family:
In Open Circle recently, we talked about how to recognize discrimination. Discrimination
occurs when we do not treat others fairly just because they belong to a particular group
(including race, gender, religion, etc.) In school, discrimination could include saying things that
are disrespectful or mean, teasing or making jokes about a person, calling someone bad names,
avoiding someone, leaving them out, ignoring them, refusing to help them, or hurting them
physically – only because they belong to a particular group, look different, or speak differently.
In our classroom, discrimination will not be tolerated. We are all part of the same classroom
community. Everyone should be included and treated with respect.
At home, encourage your child to share any experiences they have had with discrimination.
Encourage your child to never discriminate against other people and to speak up to stop
discrimination when it occurs.
Yours truly,

LITERATURE CONNECTIONS
Here are some books that relate to the topics we discussed in Open Circle. You might want to
check out one or two at the library and read with your child:
Lorbiecki, Marybeth. Jackie’s Bat. Simon & Schuster Books for Young Readers, 2006.
When Joey becomes a bat boy for the 1947 Brooklyn Dodgers baseball team, he overcomes
discriminatory attitudes that he learned at home.
Myer, Susan. New Shoes. Holiday House, 2015.
Ella Mae’s life is impacted by the Jim Crow laws of the 1950’s. Ella Mae and her cousin decide
to take action so that others don’t have to experience their humiliation.
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GRADE 5 – LESSON 24

Dear Family:
In Open Circle this week, we began a multi-lesson unit on problem solving. In the
coming weeks, we will be learning to use a six-step process for solving people problems.
We began by talking about what a problem is. A problem is any situation that causes
someone to be upset of confused. We made a list of problems that students in our grade
might have, such as problems on the way to school, at recess or with friends.
To help us learn and remember the problem-solving steps, we use the colors of a traffic
signal: Red = Stop. Yellow = Think. Green = Go.
RED reminds us to STOP.
1. Calm down.
2. Identify the problem.
YELLOW reminds us to THINK:
3. Decide on a positive goal.
4. Think of several solutions.
5. Evaluate solutions.
GREEN tells us to GO:
6. Make a plan and try it.
The six problem-solving steps are printed on the back of this sheet. Please post it
somewhere in your home where you can see it often as a reminder to both you and your
child to use the problem-solving process to solve problems that come up outside of
school. Problem solving is an important skill that your child can use not only in school,
but later on in the workplace and the community.
Yours truly,
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GRADE 5 – LESSON 25

Dear Family:
In Open Circle, we are continuing to learn and practice each of the six steps of problem solving:
Calm down. Identify the problem. Decide on a positive goal. Think of several solutions. Evaluate
the solutions. Make a plan and try it.
Before we can begin to solve a problem, we need to calm down. We discussed in Open Circle
some ways to calm down, such as using calm breathing techniques.
We also talked about the second problem-solving step: Identify the problem. It’s important to
be able to use words to say how you feel and why. One way to put a problem into words is to say,
“I feel _____ because _____.” For example, “I feel frustrated because my friend did not play with
me at recess.” Or, “I feel mad because someone borrowed my markers without asking me.”
Saying how you feel and why helps you to solve the problem.
In this Open Circle Home Link and in the next several Home Links, there will be a list of books
that deal with problem solving and are appropriate for your child’s grade level. You might want
to check out a few from the library and read them with your child. While you’re reading
together, talk about how the characters in the books solve their problems. Do they follow some
of the problem-solving steps that we use in Open Circle? Meanwhile, continue to use problem
solving at home with your child.
Yours truly,

LITERATURE CONNECTIONS
Coy, John. Strong to the Hoop. Lee & Low Books, 1999.
James tries to stay calm as Marcus bumps him around on the playground during a pickup
basketball game.
Harrington, Janice N. Roberto Walks Home. Viking, 2008.
Roberto’s brother forgets to pick him up from school. Roberto expresses his feelings about
being forgotten in a variety of ways.
Park, Frances. Good-Bye, 382 Shin Dang Dong. National Geographic, 2002.
A little girl must leave her country and adjust to life in America.
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GRADE 5 – LESSONS 26-27

Dear Family:
Our lessons in Open Circle continue to focus on each of the six steps of problem solving: Calm
down. Identify the problem. Decide on a positive goal. Think of several solutions. Evaluate the
solutions. Make a plan and try it.
Recently, we learned and practiced the third step of problem solving: Decide on a positive goal.
This means that we decide what the best ending would be, what we would like to see happen, or
how we would like the problem to end up. In order to be positive, the goal must be safe and
considerate of others.
In another Open Circle Meeting, we practiced the fourth step of problem solving: Think of
several solutions. Thinking of many ideas is called brainstorming, and there are two rules for
brainstorming at school:
•
•

Think of many ideas.
Don’t judge any of the ideas or comment on them until the brainstorming is finished.

At home, practice the problem-solving steps with your child as often as you can. Check out of
the library a few more of the books on problem solving listed below. As you read together, talk
about how the characters are using the problem-solving steps. Are they deciding on a positive
goal and thinking of many solutions?
Yours truly,

LITERATURE CONNECTIONS
Here are some books that relate to the topics we discussed in Open Circle. You might want to
check out one or two at the library and read with your child:
Hall, Bruce Edward, Henry and the Kite Dragon. Philomel Books, 2004.
Two diverse groups of young people in New York City must find a way to work together
when one group’s kites frighten the other group’s pet pigeons.
Gantos, Jack. Joey Pigza Swallowed the Key. Harper Trophy, 2000.
Joey, his teachers, and his friends must adjust to the fact that Joey has Attention Deficit
Disorder.
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GRADE 5 – LESSON 28-29

Dear Family:
In Open Circle, we are continuing to work on each of the six steps of problem solving: Calm
down. Identify the problem. Decide on a positive goal. Think of several solutions. Evaluate the
solutions. Make a plan and try it.
In the past few Open Circles, our lessons have focused on the last two steps. After we think of
many possible solutions to a problem, it’s important to evaluate the solutions. We must ask,
“What would happen if I tried this?” about each of our possible solutions. Also, we must ask,
“Which of the solutions would be most likely to get me to a positive goal?” Sometimes our first
idea is not the best idea. When we evaluate the possible solutions, it is like obeying the yellow
light in the traffic signal, which tells us to WAIT and be careful before we act.
Part of making a plan is to choose one solution to try, and another solution to use if the first one
doesn’t work. When we make a plan for trying a solution, we think about who will be involved,
what will we say or do, how will we say or do it, where and when will we try the plan. If the
solution doesn’t work, we should change part of the plan or try our back-up solution.
At home, continue to practice the six problem-solving steps as often as possible. Go to the
library and check out some of the books below that relate to problem solving. Read them with
your child and talk about the steps the characters use to solve their problems.
Yours truly,

LITERATURE CONNECTIONS
Walsh, Jill Paton. Gaffer Samson’s Luck. Farrar, Straus and Giroux, 1984.
James has to cope with spiteful classmates whose social strata can’t be crossed.
Williams, Karen Lynn, and Mohammad, Khadra. Four Feet and Two Sandals. Eerdmans Books for
Young Readers, 2007.
Two girls meet at a refugee camp, become friends, and work together to solve a variety of
problems
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GRADE 5 – LESSONS 30-32

Dear Family:
In a recent lesson on problem solving, we focused on practicing what we have learned in this
unit. We took a problem and went through all six steps to try to solve it: Calm down. Identify the
problem. Decide on a positive goal. Think of several solutions. Evaluate the solutions. Make a
plan and try it.
In our last lesson on problem solving, we talked about overcoming obstacles. An obstacle is
something that is in the way of you getting what you want or need or something that might
keep you from reaching a goal. Sometimes we might have a good solution to a problem but
encounter an obstacle when we try our plan to solve the problem. It’s important to think about
changing the plan or trying a new solution.
At home, try to use the six-step problem-solving process with your child often so that it becomes
automatic. Be a role model for your child by using the steps to solve problems you encounter at
home, at work, or in the neighborhood. Compliment your child whenever he/she uses the six
steps to solve problems.
In another Open Circle Meeting, we talked about what it means to be a positive leader. A
positive leader is someone who does things to help a group, and sets a good example for others.
Students thought about classmates and adults at school who show traits of positive leader. We
also discussed how positive leaders in our class use the problem-solving steps to address
problem situations.
Yours truly,

LITERATURE CONNECTIONS
Here are some books that relate to problem solving. You might want to check out one or two at
the library and read with your child:
Freedman, Russell. Confucius: The Golden Rule. Arthur A. Levine Books, 2002.
This is the story of the life of a great teacher, philosopher, and leader from China.
Milway, Katie Smith. One Hen. Kids Can Press, 2008.
A small loan enables a boy in Ghana to buy one hen. A year later, he has a poultry farm
which he eventually turns into a successful business.
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GRADE 5 – END OF YEAR

Dear Family:
In our final Open Circle Meeting of the year, we took time to reflect on this school year
and our experiences in Open Circle. We talked about what we liked most about school
this year and some things we have learned. We also talked about the skills we have
learned in Open Circle and how they have helped us in the classroom, on the
playground, and in other places.
Ask your child what he/she has liked best about coming together in Open Circle this
year. Ask what he/she has learned in Open Circle that has helped him/her the most.
During the summer and beyond, continue to use the vocabulary and skills your child
has learned in Open Circle. Keep the problem-solving steps close by, and continue to
practice them with your child. Thank you for the support you have given to Open Circle
this year by reinforcing at home what your child has learned at school.
Yours truly,
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